and modes that are essential to self-government. 12 In this essay, I argue that it would be productive to reverse prevailing thought about privacy and government surveillance. Traditional legal analysis calls on courts and policy makers to look to specific provisions of governmental charters and laws to address the permissibility of a particular government surveillance effort. 13 Rather, courts and policy makers would benefit from assessing the freedom from surveillance required to preserve an empowered democratic citizenry and working backwards to assess whether a particular government surveillance effort stifles that freedom.
The United States was established as a liberal democratic republic.
14 One of the essential features of the American political scheme is a civil society, which presupposes "a social sphere separate from both the state and the market." 15 It requires apartness from the government. That separation from the government, which I will call the civil preserve, 16 is a necessary feature for both legitimate government (i.e., the consent of the governed) as well as democratic self-government (i.e., empowered citizens). Beyond the sequential approach of classic Fourth Amendment analysis, 17 NEW MEDIA 57 (2011) (describing the "early American start as an avowedly liberal democratic republic"). The United States is "liberal" in that it protects civil liberties and political freedom by means of the rule of law and constitutional limitation, "democratic" in that American citizens elect their leaders, and "republican" in that policy decisions are primarily made by elected leaders. See generally RONALD DWORKIN, A MATTER OF PRINCIPLE (1985) . 16. The term "civil preserve" has been used to denote the area of authority held exclusively by the President of the United States in relation to subordinate military commanders. See, e.g., JAMES A. RAWLEY, TURNING POINTS OF THE CIVIL WAR 173-74 (New Bison Books ed., Univ. of Neb. Press 1989) (1966) (describing politics as part of "the civil preserve of the President, not to be poached on by a general"). I appropriate the term as used differently in this essay but adopt the concept of an area not to be encroached upon.
17. See Orin S. Kerr, The Mosaic Theory of the Fourth Amendment, 111 MICH. L. REV. 311, 315-16 (2012) ("The sequential approach is not merely a minor aspect of Fourth fundamental questions. 18 What kind of citizen do we need? What zone of autonomy is necessary to build that kind of citizen? In a more aggregate sense, what space is required to create private associations that build the political culture necessary for government by the people?
Benjamin Franklin famously wrote: "Those who would give up essential Liberty, to purchase a little temporary Safety, deserve neither Liberty nor Safety." 19 The civil preserve consists of essential liberty and privacy. Protection of the civil preserve should be the paramount limitation on public interests in cybersurveillance as a means of countering criminal activity and national security threats. At first blush, the civil preserve does not readily lend itself to practical judicial processes. But an understanding of its essence, attributes, and limitations should be a central concern to academics, policy makers, and judges.
II. CIVIL SOCIETY THEORY
Civil society is a defining feature of the American liberal democratic republic. 20 In one sense, the American system can be defined in the negative. The theory divides the world into public and private spaces, with a "society" in the middle that mediates between the public and private spheres. As one commentator notes:
[C]ivil society denotes those collectivities, or those collective actions and norms, which are outside of and autonomous from the state, being also neither the property of the 'private sphere' (of family life) or of the economy (whether or not the economy is defined as 'private'). Civil Amendment doctrine. Rather, it forms the foundation of existing search and seizure analysis.").
18. society is therefore at once public and private-'public' in the sense that human association always has implications for the wider community, placing an individual in a particular relation to others and to the whole; and 'private' in that it falls outside of the formal political sphere where publicly binding decisions are made. Of course, both the family and the economy also posses [sic] these characteristics, yet civil society is defined apart from these constructs because it is in some ways (or ideally) a realm of voluntary association. 21 It is in this sense that a "society" dwells in that middle space. These voluntary associations are mediating institutions upon which the broader American political system relies. 22 Mediating institutions help create the attributes necessary for democratic citizenship.
23
The space reserved for people apart from government is apparent when compared to the totalitarian theory 24 The American model requires a dedicated private sphere and a robust civil society. A civil preserve is essential to create the space necessary to participate in mediating institutions and maintain the tools of self-government. However, the ruthless efficiency and expansion of cybersurveillance often intrudes upon behavior reflecting private conscience and voluntary association.
III. THE CIVIL PRESERVE
A civil preserve is defined by the privacy and liberty that allow for autonomy required of citizens in a system of selfgovernment. Citizens in a liberal democratic republic have governing responsibilities. 34 Formally, they may vote, petition the government, determine probable cause, and find legal facts. . . will be trips the indisputably private nature of which takes little imagination to conjure: trips to the psychiatrist, the plastic surgeon, the abortion clinic, the AIDS treatment center, the strip club, the criminal defense attorney, the by-the-hour motel, the union meeting, the mosque, synagogue or church, the gay bar and on and on."). populace to effectively fulfill those formal functions. Much has been written about the process of citizen creation since Alexis de Tocqueville published his findings in Democracy in America, 36 including the importance of mediating institutions and the role of enlightened self-interest. 37 These are the building blocks of the American system, and they rely on autonomous and empowered citizens. Citizens need to educate themselves about issues because it is critical for citizens to cast votes on matters of public importance. The populace needs space to develop private conscience and public virtues. Citizens need to be able to inculcate those values in their children and charges. They must rely on a free flow of information in a marketplace of ideas that sits apart from government-issued messages. There must be room for brainstorms and dissent. In order to organize politically, people need freedom to associate and build coalitions. They need to be able to communicate messages that contradict, and even disdain, government policy. At the same time, citizens must observe the rule of law and develop a healthy respect for government authority. They respect authority by adhering to the rule of law in deference to its legitimacy. 38 In sum, citizens need to be legally obedient but politically and culturally autonomous.
The civil preserve is analogous to the zone of branch autonomy required to perform essential functions that are the touchstone of a functionalist's approach to separation of powers. 39 The civil preserve constitutes the autonomous zone for which intrusion stifles the core functions of citizenship. Thus, privacy is both an end and a means. 40 Some degree of privacy is a basic human right. 41 But preservation of a private sphere is also an essential ingredient in democracy. 42 In his book, Privacy Revisited, Professor Ronald Krotoszynksi makes compelling observations about the essential relation between democracy and privacy. 43 Without unsurveilled spaces for thoughts, associations, and communications, the people lose their deliberative capacity and institutional independence.
How much privacy do we need to create the apartness necessary to create democratic stewardship of the state rather than subservience to it? It is a vexing question that is not readily susceptible to judicial standards. However, that does not mean the civil preserve is wholly unknowable. While the civil preserve is not a formal part of American constitutional doctrine, U.S. Supreme Court opinions occasionally reference interests that are features of it. 44 Moreover, while the Bill of Rights and Civil War amendments provide a great deal of protection for the civil preserve, they are distinct and not coextensive with it.
IV. THE CIVIL PRESERVE AND THE U.S. CONSTITUTION
The choice to establish the United States as a liberal democratic republic sounding in civil society and ordered liberty contemplates the civil preserve. Perhaps the civil preserve is included among natural rights and therefore preexisted the 40. For a thoughtful treatment of the bundle of concepts associated with privacy, see DANIEL J. SOLOVE, UNDERSTANDING PRIVACY 1 (2008 would safeguard liberty and privacy interests. 53 Additionally, they believed the structural limitations established by a system of separated powers and federalism would limit the federal encroachment on those essential citizen functions, 54 here defined as the civil preserve. However, the politics of national security and the technological pressures of the Digital Age do not seem to be halting the massive expansion of cybersurveillance vis-à-vis the civil preserve.
55
Of course, the Bill of Rights, as extended by the Civil War Amendments, establishes civil liberties that protect aspects of the civil preserve in both rationale and function. 56 The First (expressive, associational, and religious freedom), Third (soldierquartering prohibition), Fourth (search and seizure protections), Fifth (substantive due process and self-incrimination prohibition), Eighth (punishment limitations), and Fourteenth (due process and incorporation of other provisions to states) Amendments all contain limitations on government power that, collectively, help protect the integrity of the civil preserve. 57 However, the civil preserve is inadequately protected by the sum of these constitutional provisions. The daylight between constitutional provisions and the civil preserve is only exacerbated by Big Data in the Digital Age.
The Fourth Amendment is the natural and primary locus of legal challenges to government cybersurveillance. In the seminal case, Katz v. United States, the Supreme Court articulated the Fourth Amendment's reasonable expectation of privacy standard. 58 One of the big problems with American constitutional law regarding the Fourth Amendment is the vulnerability of its reasonable expectation of privacy formulation to a descriptive rather than normative approach. Ever since Katz, courts have 53. See THE FEDERALIST NO. 84 (Alexander Hamilton) (arguing a bill of rights has "no application to constitutions professedly founded upon the power of the people, and executed by their immediate representatives and servants").
54. See ERWIN CHEMERINSKY, CONSTITUTIONAL LAW: PRINCIPLES AND POLICIES 5 (5th ed. 2015) (noting that some attribute the absence of an "elaborate statement of individual rights in the Constitution" as originally ratified was due to the framers believing it was "unnecessary because rights were adequately protected by the limitations on power of the national government.").
55. struggled with the subjective and objective components of a reasonable expectation of privacy that society will recognize. 59 If one were to ask millennial law students whether they believe all their emails and social media are being monitored, many would say "probably." Those diminished privacy expectations are not unfounded.
60
A descriptive view of reasonableness would suggest that the reality of surveillance shrinks society's Fourth Amendment expectations.
Civil society theory counsels for a Fourth Amendment with normative content grounded in democratic notions of ordered liberty. 61 While the Fourth Amendment surely applies to privacy interests beyond those essential for civil society, the reasonableness of one's expectation of privacy must be made in reference to whether the government intrusion pierces the civil preserve. Under this view, Fourth Amendment protections do not constrict based on real world experience or technological capacity, but rather the civil preserve acts as a halo around the citizen that maintains its integrity in each new technological context.
The third-party doctrine vastly expands the reach of government cybersurveillance in the Digital Age. central. 63 Convenience and sales discounts create incentives for people to provide massive amounts of information to businesses and service providers. 64 In turn, those entities create enormous commercial databanks that enable them to store, sell, and trade customer information. 65 Third-party doctrine allows the government to obtain all of that information without a warrant. While customers may "voluntarily" provide commercial entities with personal information, it is unlikely they consider whether that information will be provided to the government without giving them an opportunity to object. Under prevailing Fourth Amendment jurisprudence, a person does not have an enforceable privacy interest in information provided to third-party vendors. 66 Concerns about cybersurveillance in the Digital Age motivated Justice Sotomayor to suggest that "it may be necessary to reconsider the premise that an individual has no reasonable expectation of privacy in information voluntarily disclosed to third parties."
67 Narrowing the third-party doctrine to construe government collection of nonpublic commercial transaction data as searches requiring warrants supported by probable cause would add prophylaxis for the civil preserve. 70 Each challenged act is either a Fourth Amendment search or is not, and each search is either reasonable or not. 71 However, under a mosaic theory, a series of government acts of surveillance would be analyzed as a whole to determine whether it reaches a tipping point that would trigger a reasonable expectation of privacy and thus be deemed a search. 72 Orin Kerr criticizes the mosaic theory as a dramatic departure from traditional Fourth Amendment doctrine, a complication for lower courts to apply and implement in a principled manner, and a disincentive to enact statutory privacy regulations. 73 As D.C. Circuit Judge Sentelle put it in the Jones run-up to the Supreme Court: "The sum of an infinite number of zero-value parts is also zero."
74 While Kerr's critique may carry the day as a Fourth Amendment matter, government information mosaics could gravely imperil the civil preserve.
V. THE SURVEILLANCE DISTORTION EFFECT
From devout faith in an omniscient God 75 to the playful childrearing benefit of an ever-watchful Santa Claus, 76 Western societies have presumed that knowledge of observation affects the behavior of the observed. Behavior is most acutely affected where imminent consequences will flow from the observer's knowledge of the target's disfavored conduct. Surveillance is often designed to deter conduct by means of a direct nexus to consequences. English philosopher Jeremy Bentham designed the infamous Panopticon as a jailing facility calculated to regulate inmate behavior by threat of surveillance and sanction. 77 Some have argued that only the specific threat of retaliation creates a chilling effect grounded in surveillance. 78 However, knowledge of observation, even where consequences are more remote, can still have a distorting effect on autonomy essential to civil society. Professor Krotoszynski observed:
"The specter of 'Big Brother' watching will undoubtedly have profound implications for the exercise of expressive freedoms-indeed for the very idea of democracy itself."
79 Ubiquitous surveillance causes distortion effects that could threaten the civil preserve. 80 It could chill expression, research, and associations necessary to maintain popular governance.
81 Surveillance could also adversely affect viewpoint 81. See id. (inviting us to "consider surveillance of people when they are thinking, reading, and communicating with others in order to make up their minds about political and social issues"). Richards goes on to suggest that information derived from surveillance may be used to exert power through blackmail, manipulation, and discrimination. See id. at 1952-diversity by creating a conformity effect to a degree dangerous to democratic governance. 82 Thus, there is a premium on ensuring that the scope and intrusiveness of surveillance does not so pervade society as to pierce the civil preserve.
VI. CYBERSURVEILLANCE IN THE DIGITAL AGE
In 1971, Justice Douglas declared: "Electronic surveillance is the greatest leveler of human privacy ever known." 83 That case dealt with a motion-to-suppress and testimony by law enforcement obtained by surreptitious radio transmissions and eavesdropping of conversations between the defendant and a government informant. 84 Modern cybersurveillance would be unrecognizable to Justice Douglas in both sophistication and prevalence.
More recently, Justice Sotomayor observed the magnitude of change in her concurring opinion in United States v. Jones 85 :
Awareness that the Government may be watching chills associational and expressive freedoms. And the Government's unrestrained power to assemble data that reveal private aspects of identity is susceptible to abuse. The net result is that GPS monitoring-by making available at a relatively low cost such a substantial quantum of intimate information about any person whom the Government, in its unfettered discretion, chooses to track-may "alter the relationship between citizen and government in a way that is inimical to democratic society."
86
She raises the specter of cybersurveillance as a threat that could disrupt the relation between citizen and government. Seismic changes threaten to shake democratic foundations. Cybersurveillance increases as it becomes cheaper. 87 The cost of data storage has fallen precipitously since the advent of computers. 88 One analysis indicated that the digital storage space that one can purchase per unit of cost has doubled roughly every fourteen months between 1980 and 2009. 89 At the same time, the storage capacity of individual devices has increased; the maximum available disk size for a desktop computer has nearly doubled every eighteen months since 1980.
90 Thus, governments are increasingly able to inexpensively and efficiently store information in bulk.
Another defining feature of the Digital Age is that information is now a commodity to be sold and bartered. 91 Governments 92 and businesses 93 have entered the emergent Big Data 94 markets. Companies collect massive amounts of data about current and potential customers. Also, political campaigns collect massive amounts of information about voters in order to persuade them and get them to the polls. 95 Many "free" services and bargains for consumers come at the cost of granting information provisions and permission to surveil. 96 There is a vast commercial market for information and data integration.
97
There is a disorienting effect to the commodification of information. Cybersurveillance captures intimate details of one's life in a physical time and place. 98 However, as it is integrated into Big Data networks, the information becomes storable, packagable, and transferable.
Cybersurveillance strips information from the physical world and injects it into a virtual one, decontextualized from human experience. In its amorphous virtual form, data challenges many traditional legal paradigms such as jurisdictional boundaries and international borders. an important feature of human anatomy."
102
The opinion catalogued the marvel of the modern cell phone:
The term 'cell phone' is itself misleading shorthand; many of these devices are in fact minicomputers that also happen to have the capacity to be used as a telephone. They could just as easily be called cameras, video players, rolodexes, calendars, tape recorders, libraries, diaries, albums, televisions, maps, or newspapers. One of the most notable distinguishing features of modern cell phones is their immense storage capacity.
103
These devices record our physical movements, our entertainment preferences, our access to information from the Internet, our associational behavior, and our communications across numerous digital platforms.
In addition, people are buying more and more services online. 104 Digital platforms provide ready access to entertainment, gifts, clothing, transportation, real estate, groceries, education, navigation, and service calls. Digital footprints increasingly betray an individual's public and nonpublic political, religious, and intimate activity. All of this information can be the subject of cybersurveillance. And much of it already is.
Government cybersurveillance comes in different forms. The government's ability to observe citizen data ranges from bulk data collection to an individually targeted collection. 105 There is also a distinction between collection and review. The government may collect data in bulk, store it, and then only search it as particular interests arise.
The government may also surveil directly or indirectly. 106 A VII. TATTOO SURVEILLANCE AND THE THREAT TO THE CIVIL PRESERVE Take, for example, tattoos. Tattoos are a widespread, ancient medium of human expression that dates back at least 5,000 years. 113 By one estimate, between seven and twenty million Americans have tattoos. 114 They can signal all manners of identity-frivolous, amorous, ironic, artistic, sacred, patriotic, political, memorial, associational, ascriptive, dissenting, nonconformist, racist, or criminal.
Law enforcement has a number of legitimate interests in tattoos.
Tattoos can play a critical role in witness identification. 115 Tattoos are also an integral part of law enforcement's anti-gang tactics. 116 Gang-identification training based on tattoo analysis helps to identify threats to the safety of inmates, officers, and staff of correctional facilities. 117 The Federal Bureau of Investigation has engaged the National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST) to mobile and stationary tattoo readers could quickly become a wholesale exercise. Big Data, government public surveillance, image storage, and algorithmic classification of tattooed people all implicate the civil preserve. 124 However, existing constitutional law likely provides no regulation of a tattoorecognition program.
Tattoos are publicly visible to the extent not covered by clothing. Under traditional Fourth Amendment analysis, people would not have a reasonable expectation of privacy in tattoos visible to the public. 125 No individual collection by the officer or camera's observation of that which the person exposed to the public would constitute a "search" under Katz. Presuming tattoo scanners deployed on car mounts, poles, and officers are in public places, or capture images in plain view scenarios, the government would not engage in any physical intrusion that would trigger the trespass rationale established in Jones. In effect, a tattoorecognition program would not be subjected to any meaningful Fourth Amendment regulation.
Two less established Fourth Amendment theories could potentially capture a challenge to a Big Data tattoo-recognition program. First, a mosaic theory approach to reasonableness could potentially establish constitutional limits on tattoo recognition. Second, there have been some cases in which the courts have suggested that technologies that transcend human sensory capacity may constitute a "search" where human vision, hearing, or smell might not. For example, in Kyllo v. United States, 126 the Court held that thermal imaging technology used to assess the heat in a private home constitutes a Fourth Amendment search, notwithstanding Justice Stevens's dissenting observation that "ordinary use of the senses might enable a neighbor or passerby to notice the heat emanating from [the] building." 127 Similar logic informed the analysis in Jones and the holding that GPS tracking of a vehicle on a public roadway that could have been surveilled by a human team nonetheless constituted a search. 128 If the Court emphasized the inhumanness of Big Data analysis in determining the reach of the Fourth Amendment, its doctrine might expand to reach cybersurveillance efforts like a tattoo-recognition program.
I am quite comfortable with the existence of a civil preserve that is presupposed by the American system. I am also comfortable with the notion that it is a constitutional value that should enjoy constitutional protections. At present, however, I am not comfortable with a translation of those two premises into constitutional legal doctrine or practice without a set of standards that lend themselves to principled application. The concepts are too amorphous for judicial operation and therefore too susceptible to judicial overreach. Therefore, there is more work to be done to establish the contours and limits of the civil preserve in any effort to establish workable constitutional safeguards to protect it. For the time being, we are left to apply existing constitutional law and seek to pass legislation addressing the unique threats posed to the civil preserve by the technological revolution.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In sum, this is an essay about stakes. A surveilled public is a chilled public. Its independence from government and the market becomes compromised with each collection. Civil society theory explains why government cybersurveillance in the Digital Age presents profound challenges to the system. We are going to see more and more situations in which courts and policy makers struggle to apply constitutional principles across technological platforms-Xfinity, Netflix, FitBit, OnStar, Garmin, Apple Watch, Rite Aid Wellness Plus, and the Internet of Things-that interact with our daily personal lives. These thorny cybersurveillance issues will cut across traditional criminal investigations as well as counterterrorism investigations. Preservation of civil society must be the lodestar in delimiting modern cybersurveillance.
